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Chief Supply Chain Officer
➔ 23 years at Procter & Gamble

➔ Responsible for customer service & logistics, manufacturing, 
procurement and planning

Previously at 



About Central Garden & Pet
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Fiscal 2022
$3.3B Net Sales

2 Segments:
Garden & Pet

Multiple 
Business Units

Top Tier Industry 
Leading Brands



Central to Home
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Cost Pillar
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SIMPLIFY

EXECUTE

CONNECT & 
DEVELOP

Reduce Cost to improve 
margins and fuel growth

Simplified portfolio, eliminated 
thousands of SKUs

Shifted some production from 
co-manufacturers to our own plants

Invested in automation for many 
of our businesses to improve 
efficiency

Developing a cost-out agenda to 
simplify network, rationalize 
footprint, and better leverage scale



Need for Greater Supply Chain Resiliency

- Global Pandemic
- Economic unrest
- Consumer demand/expectations
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New and evolving conditions 
demand greater agility.



Our Challenges

Drive Cost Reduction Innovation
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Leverage opportunities in cost savings across 
transportation spend

Drive opportunities in cost of materials

Reducing packaging cost:
- Eliminate complexity
- Improve visibility across business units
- Focus on improving overall network and 

tools
- Increase speed, efficiency, and agility

- Improve projections on projects

- Drive robust project innovation pipeline

- Focus on high value investments, products, 
and innovation

- Lead focus on innovation, projects driving 
growth and cost savings, not limited but 
other company initiatives

Objective: Reduce Cost to Improve Margins and Fuel Growth



Core Tenants of 
Supply Chain Reinvention

- Network – Develop a cost out agenda to simplify 
our network

- Structure – Design the structure for the vision

- Capability – Recruit, retain, and connect and 
develop top talent

- Technology – Utilize technology to simplify, 
automate, and execute on all elements of the 
supply chain reinvention
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Technology as Part of 
Supply Chain Reinvention

- Leveraging Specright as a tool to simplify, 
automate, and organize cost savings 
projects

- Improve visibility across projects/networks

- Continuing to look for ways to advance 
agility through standard systems and tools
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Leveraging Specright as a Tool in our Cost Out Strategy

Challenge Solutions to Solve For
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Opportunity to improve visibility across business 
units. 

Tool to project manage and organize projects and 
costs.

Need to be able to:
- Filter data quickly
- Model data
- Quickly re-adjust

Need for end-to-end data linkage

So that we:

- Avoid duplicating work
- Boost productivity
- Keep projects on track

Need a Solution that is ERP agnostic



Productivity 
Tracking Filtered 
by Business Unit*

 

11*The numbers on this slide are not factually accurate for proprietary reasons and are examples only.



Productivity 
Tracking by Project*
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*The numbers on this slide are not 
factually accurate for proprietary 
reasons and are examples only.



Productivity 
Tracker Report*
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Leveraging Specright for Innovation

VISIBILITY OF PIPELINE

Questions to solve for with faster agility:
Where should we invest in innovation?
Do we have enough in the pipeline?

- Filter data quickly to analyze pipeline
- Innovate today to drive out cost
- Quickly re-adjust
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Best Practices – 
Supply Chain Reinvention

Key Takeaways
- Don’t wait for technology to catch up with 

your ideas – find the right technology and 
leverage it in different ways

- Partnerships are essential to address 
fast-paced businesses

- Clear visibility to accrue data for data 
driven business decisions

- The only constant is change. Be agile.
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Thank You


